luv rises from the ash like the spirit of the butterfly...
A stirring arises from the ash as the earth awakens and trembles. A flicker
of hope bursts into flame. And in this flash of light and heat, the world for
once seems right again. Psychopathic Records proudly presents the 21st
Annual Gathering of the Juggalos! Luv rises from the ash like the Butterfly
as we join together once more in reunion, in celebration, for the mighty
Dark Carnival! Join us for this truly epic 24-hour-a-day Family Reunion that
will not only feature 3 days and nights of concerts, sideshows, late-night
parties, wrestling, competitions, seminars, and more, but also the most
anticipated concert of our time: ICP's Bizzar / Bizaar show!!!
This will be a Gathering for the True Juggalos. The chosen. The
Family! It will be a new fire. A new moment in Juggalo history, as we rebuild,
refresh, renew, and rise, igniting the spark of our new dawn together. The
time has come for a new beginning. Quietly, distant in the woods, you can
hear the sound and feel the ground tremble with the vibrations of music
and laughter—moments that last Forever. The mighty Wagons of the Dark
Carnival creak and moan as they reawaken and roll on. Listen closely and
you will hear... the call... of the Butterfly. Whoop whoop!

welcome home...
to the 21st Annual Gathering of the Juggalos!
3

GENERAL INFO
Welcome Juggalos to the 21st Annual Gathering of the Juggalos! Peep out all the info below so you know what’s crackin!

LEGEND VALLEY
Legend Valley is a 120 acre privately owned and fenced-in outdoor music venue, located at 7585 Kindle Road, Thornville
Ohio 43076. It is operated by a super dope family that has an understanding and respect for our Juggalo family. There is
enough camping space at this venue to allow all attendees to camp directly on the grounds for a truly 24-hour experience.

GOTJ TICKET and WRISTBAND
The GOTJ wristband that you purchased or received when you presented your GOTJ ticket at the Ticket Office is not to
be removed at any time and is your official pass into and out of Legend Valley (you may come and go as you please). It
is good for the entire duration of the GOTJ starting Thursday August 19th (at 8am) until Sunday August 22nd (at noon).
Anyone found inside the park without a GOTJ wristband will be immediately escorted off the property. If you should lose
your GOTJ wristband, you should report it immediately to the Ticket Office. This wristband grants you access to all the
concerts, wrestling events, comedian shows, parties, sideshows, competitions, carnival rides, autograph signings, and
much more at no additional expense.

Vehicle PASS
No vehicles are allowed inside Legend Valley (except for in the parking lot) unless they have the appropriate sticker pass
stuck to the driver side windshield (Car, RV/Trailer, or Big Balla Campsite). These may be obtained by presenting the
appropriate ticket (Car, RV/Trailer, or Big Balla Campsite) you purchased online once you arrive or by purchasing one
directly at the Ticket Office. These sticker passes allow you to park your vehicle at your campsite, and once there, it must
remain until the Gathering ends. This will be strongly enforced to ensure the safety of all our ninjas.
Car Passes apply to vehicles ranging in size from motorcycles to full-sized vans that are not towing trailers. RV/Trailer
Passes apply to any vehicle bigger than a full-sized van (no 18 wheelers) or any vehicle towing a trailer. Big Balla Campsite
Passes apply to any vehicle RV size or smaller, along with whatever they are towing. All vehicle passes are good for the
entire duration of the GOTJ starting Thursday, August 19, 2021, at 8 a.m., until Sunday August 22nd at noon.

BIG BALLA CAMPSITE (20 & 30 AMP)
Each of these sites are roughly 20’ × 50’. Any additional vehicles (besides the one with your Big Balla Campsite Pass)
parked on your site will require their own Car or RV/Trailer Pass and must fit in your designated area. Keep in mind that
you may also put multiple tents on your site as long as they also fit in your designated area. Big Balla Campsites are not
numbered and will be on a first come/first serve basis.
This pass also allows you and up to five other people to enter the Gathering grounds one day early starting on Wednesday
August 18th at 6pm. Keep in mind that everyone getting in early must also have a GOTJ ticket to enter, and you will be
required to remain in the Big Balla campsite area until the official start of the Gathering on Thursday August 19th at 8am.

ICP's VIP EXPERIENCE
This highly valued pass allows you to have a special private meet-n-greet with the Insane Clown Posse themselves! With
this pass, you will have an opportunity to share words, get autographs and take photos in a special VIP tent! Not only that
but each ninja that purchases ICP’s VIP Experience will also receive a gift bag containing the following items:
• VIP Experience Laminated Pass
• GOTJ 21 Fire Butterfly Amulet
• Yum Yum Bedlum Flag
Once you arrive at the Gathering, go to the Info Tent (with a picture ID) 15 minutes before your scheduled date and time for
your VIP experience, and you will be able to pick up your gift bag. Afterward, you will wait in line to be escorted to the VIP
tent to meet with ICP. Make sure to keep your VIP Experience Laminated Pass with you, as this will act as your ticket. Also,
keep in mind that you will still need to purchase a GOTJ ticket to get into the grounds.

ICP’s HUNT FOR BIGFOOT
Ever think you would be exploring the deep, dark backwoods of Ohio on a haywagon with ICP hunting for the elusive
Bigfoot? Well here is a truly once in a lifetime chance to do just that! Join your expert guides Violent J and Shaggy 2 Dope
as they lead you on a scary hour-long journey down a haunted abandoned trail rumored to be the home of a Sasquatch
tribe of inhuman creatures! If you are lucky enough to be one of the few to land one of the few tickets for this epic
adventure, you will also receive the following:
A gift bag containing the following collectibles:
• ICP’s “Bigfoot” collectible CD Single
• ICP’s Hunt for Bigfoot Laminated Pass
• Bigfoot Hatchetman Amulet
• Bigfoot Hatchetman Flag
• A Meet-and-Greet experience with ICP at the end of the hunt for autograph and photo opportunities.
•	The privilege of returning on Saturday night of the Gathering to be able to participate in the Faygo Armageddon during
the climax of ICP’s set on the main stage!

Once you arrive at the Gathering, go to the Info Tent (with a picture ID) 30 minutes before your scheduled date and
time for your ICP’s Hunt for Bigfoot, and you will be able to pick up your gift bag. Afterward, you will wait to be escorted
backstage to board the haywagon to begin your adventure. Make sure to keep your ICP’s Hunt for Bigfoot Laminated
Pass with you, as this will act as your ticket. Also, keep in mind that you will still need to purchase a GOTJ ticket to get
into the grounds.

PARKING
There is a 15-acre field located near the front entrance to Legend Valley where you may park your vehicle for free. Keep
in mind there is NO CAMPING ALLOWED IN THE PARKING AREA! Due to fire codes, any campsites set up in the
parking lot will be moved (go to the Info Tent for help locating your stuff if this happens to you).

CAMPING
Once you enter Legend Valley with your GOTJ ticket, you are free to camp in any of the designated camping areas on
a first come first serve basis. These locations will be clearly marked on the GOTJ map of Legend Valley, which will be
available in the GOTJ program, and on this website. Keep in mind that the Gathering staff reserve the right to move any
tent, vehicle, or campfire, to handle disputes, or if they are located on a road, or an unofficial camping area (such as the
parking lot). There are some key rules that everyone must follow when camping:
•
•
•
•

All tents and vehicles must be 15 feet from any other tent, vehicle, or campfire in all directions.
Do not camp in-between any row of metal poles, as these mark fire lanes that must remain open.
Make sure to safely contain, maintain, and extinguish all campfires.
All vehicles at a campsite must have the appropriate vehicle sticker pass placed on the driver’s side front windshield at
all times.
• Please be respectful of your adjacent neighbors, especially when it comes to excessive noise at night.

ADA ACCOMMODATIONS
We will be working to ensure all Juggalos have access to all the entertainment and services, regardless of ability. The
following is a list of ADA accommodations.
ADA PARKING: Vehicles with a valid Disabled Person Parking Placard will be allowed to park in the ADA parking area,
which is the closest parking location to the stages available.
ACCESSIBLE BATHROOMS: Located throughout the grounds are accessible port-a-johns.
WHEELCHAIRS & ADA SCOOTERS: Bringing personal forms of ADA transportation are encouraged for those with
disabilities, including wheelchairs and ADA scooters. Please keep in mind that there are no paved roads throughout
Legend Valley. Also, due to serious safety concerns, no golf carts, minibikes, or other motorized vehicles will be permitted
under any circumstances.
ADA TAXI SERVICE: We have dedicated several 24-hour-a-day golf cart taxis to assist those with disabilities with getting
around the park. (Please ask for the ADA taxi cell phone number at the Box Office or Info Tent if you need this service.)
Please do not call for this taxi unless you truly need assistance getting around, as you would be depriving others who rely
on this service.
CHARGING: If you need to recharge your wheelchair or any medical-related equipment, you can do so at the Info Tent.
Please bring all the cords needed to charge your device; charges must use a 110-volt, 20-amp circuit.

INFO TENT
This helpful tent is staffed 24 hours a day by Gathering representatives in order to assist anyone with any questions,
concerns, or problems they might have. The people working here are connected via radio to all of the event coordinators,
and have the power to either help you directly, or get in contact with those who can. The Info Tent also provides the
following other services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information (including event times) and problem-solving capabilities.
Copies of the Gathering ground maps and event timelines (while they last).
Lost and Found—Please drop off any found items here.
Display of the main prizes you can win at the various contests.
Display of the auction items.
A promotional area to leave flyers and CDs.
Volunteer opportunities.

MEDICAL TENT
The Medical Tent will be staffed by trained paramedics 24 hours a day to handle any of your medical needs. There will also be
an ambulance on hand to transport anyone with a serious medical emergency quickly and efficiently to a nearby hospital.

SECURITY
Anyone who needs to get a hold of security for any reason can either go to the Ticket Booth (located by the front entrance)
or the Information Tent. Security personnel will be located all throughout the Gathering grounds as well and will be there to
help you if needed. Their purpose is not to restrict people’s fun, but rather ensure everyone is acting in a safe and nondestructive manner while at the Gathering.

GENERAL INFO (CONT’D)
RULES
The following is a list of key rules to help keep everyone safe and ensure a good time for all. We ask that everyone
respect the property of Legend Valley. The family that has allowed us into their home are good people, who have not only
opened their arms to us, but have also proven to have a complete understanding and respect for our family. We also ask
ninjas to refrain from showing up early to the Gathering. This has caused problems in the past, and we ask that everyone
honor this request as well as the following other rules:
• No selling of illegal substances or the breaking of any other laws.
• No underage or excessive drinking, or substance abuse.
• NO GOLF CARTS, MINI BIKES, FOUR-WHEELERS, OR MOTORIZED VEHICLES.
• Children must be supervised by adults.
• No vandalism or destruction of property.
• No cutting of trees, damaging plant life, or hurting wild animals.
• The speed limit while on the grounds is 5mph.
• No animals.
• No weapons, glass, or dangerous objects.
• NO FIREWORKS.
• No spray-paint.
• No outside firewood (Legend Valley will be selling firewood if needed).
• No littering, especially at the campsites.
• No selling of food or manufactured merchandise (especially bootlegged merch).

GOOD ADVICE
The following are some good tips on how to stay prepared as you venture forth into the GOTJ experience:
• Bring plenty of food to last you the entire time.
• Drink plenty of water to stay hydrated.
• Wear hats and light-colored clothing while staying in the shade to stay cool.
• Bring warm clothing for nighttime (it can get chilly depending on the weather).
• Sunscreen is always a good idea, even on an overcast day.
• When camping, make sure to bring the right supplies (tent, sleeping bag, rain gear, flashlight, bug spray, toiletries,
towels, folding chair, etc.)
• Bring a cell phone or some way to communicate.
• Avoid any kind of substance abuse…know your limits.

MERCHANDISE BAZAAR
This area will feature a kaleidoscope of dope, rare, offensive, and Gathering exclusive merchandise from Psychopathic
Records and its entire roster of artists. This will also be the spot to find merchandise from all other artists performing, as
well as a variety of other vendors.

ATMs
There are several ATMs located on the grounds for quick leafy green access. Users are responsible for all transactions as
there will be no refunds.

FOOD COURTS
Many food courts will be located throughout the Gathering grounds serving delicious food and tasty beverages.

BOTTLE FILL STATIONS
There are several fill stations spaced throughout the Gathering grounds where you may get fresh drinking water to fill
your containers.

CONVENIENCE STORE
This 24-hour store will strive to meet all of your basic needs, by supplying an abundance of useful items. You will find
everything from condoms, to disposable cameras, to over-the-counter medications, and much more.

SHOWER TRAILERS
These 24-hour shower trailers will be located by the main stage. One will be designated for females, and the other for
males.

TEARDOWN
After the three full days of flavor, it will be time to head out. Sunday (August 22nd 2021) is the official tear-down day,
when everyone will be expected to be cleared out of Legend Valley and the parking lot by noon.

BEDLAM STAGE: THURSDAY, AUGUST 19TH
STAGE HOST: STEVE-O WITH DJ CHUNK
9 de ad

6:00 pm

Get ready for Slam and Deathcore straight-up insanity at its finest! East Coast hard hitters 9 Dead
make their Gathering debut opening up the 2021 Bedlam Stage and doing justice to the name—total
BEDLAM! Proud Juggalos through and through, 9 Dead is here to bring the energy and flavor home
to the Juggalo Family that made them, paying it forward with an off-the-hook performance that’s sure
to start a muthafuckin pit! As they prepare to release their debut album on Comatose Records, the
Dead have just started to rise and consider their GOTJ performance a homecoming—paying homage
to the Family that started it all! Catch the Juggalo homies 9 Dead on the Bedlam Stage to welcome us
all home to 2021 Gathering of the Juggalos!

nascar aloe

6 :5 0 pm

Thrash, kick, stomp, and wile out, because shit is about to get fucking crazy on the Bedlam Stage!
Throughout its 21-year history, the Gathering of the Juggalos has showcased to the world some of
the craziest, most creative, and freshest new artists in the realm of the underground and hardcore hip
hop. In a continuation of this great tradition, Psychopathic Records welcomes innovative underground
troublemaker Nascar Aloe to the GOTJ Stage! With crazy beats and a flow that can only be described
as a mixture of Sid Vicious, thrash metal, and crunk, Nascar Aloe is here to bring the noise for the
Juggalo Family, in a Gathering debut slated to be as epic as it is LOUD. Bump it until yo ears bleed,
homie! Get ready for the GOTJ debut performance of the one, the only…Nascar Aloe!

K id N Play

7: 5 0 pm

Old school hip hop ninjas, where you at? The time has come to pay homage to the originators, to the
Old School, to the ones who paved the way! This next act comes with a style as unique as the flavor
they bring to the stage as true, certified, and official hip hop royalty! Join Insane Clown Posse and
Psychopathic Records in welcoming to the stage true legends, icons, and dope MCs Kid n Play! We
are about to take it ALLLL the way back! To a time when hip hop was extra funky fresh. Breakdance in
the pit if you feel it, because the Juggalo Family is ready to party. Kid n Play is in the house! This is it,
Juggalos! LEGENDARY!

DJ Paul

8: 50p m

Mafia! Mafia! Mafia! This underground king is ready to tear up the stage for the Dirty South! A legend,
an icon, an innovator, and one of the dopest in the game. A Gathering legend and Psychopathic
Records homie for life, GOTJ proudly welcomes the one they call King of Memphis, whose hip hop
empire has spanned innumerable albums, super groups, club bangers, dirty dirty South jams to wile
out to, and so much more in store. From his work with Hypnotize Minds on up to the present day as
he continues to build a legacy unmatched, we present to you the one…the only…DJ Paul KOM!

Vanilla I ce

9:5 0 pm

What can you say about a man who has sold millions and millions and millions of records, who has
become a permanent part of pop culture as part of everything from reality TV to Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles to home construction to motorcross racing to cult classic movies? We say there’s only one
man legendary enough to fit that description: Vanilla Fuckin’- Ice! Decades after his gazillion-platinumselling album “To the Extreme” took hip hop to that very level, Ice is still at the absolute top of his game,
headlining the “I Love the ‘90s” Tour in arenas all over the world…and selling out every last damn one of
them! In addition to his various top rated reality series, Ice is also a down ass Juggalo and has nothing but
mad clown love for his Juggalo family! We are proud as fuck to welcome the main man Vanilla Ice back to
the Gathering stage this year!

icp' s Biz z ar Biza a r S h o w !

1 1 :0 0 pm

The Pendulum’s blade moves swiftly in one direction. The promise of its return is as certain and
indomitable a force as time itself. Juggalos, the Gathering is honored to present to you a live
celebration of Insane Clown Posse’s groundbreaking Double LP, Bizaar / Bizzar! The power of this
album is not lost on The Wicked Clowns, and they plan on throttling you right back to this legendary
era in an explosion of Faygo, madness, and your favorite cuts from BOTH albums! It’s an evening
that promises to be like Doc Brown parallel parking a DeLorean on your head before peeling your
wig back to a time of JNCO Jeans and the Y2K end of the world theory. This has been the most
anticipated and requested show of our time, and now it’s finally here! So, without further ado, we
present to you the extraordinarily weird spectacle of…ICP’s Bizaar / Bizzar show!

BEDLAM STAGE: FRIDAY, AUGUST 20TH
STAGE HOST: CHRIS HANSEN WITH DJ DEVEREAUX
z itr o

6: 00 p m

Straight out of Detroit and bringing the noise in the underground, with persistence, grind, and
shine, join rising MC and raw Juggalo talent Zitro as he makes his main stage Gathering debut! In
2020, Zitro caught the eye of Psychopathic Records and the Wicked Clownz themselves with his
performance in the Juggalo Gong Show on ICP’s Scrubtime Network! Now the STN favorite is back
for a Gathering appearance on the Bedlam Stage, representing the underground and kicking off the
festivities for the night the right way! This is the Gathering of the Juggalos! And tonight the Juggalo
Family proudly welcomes one of our own--a pure talent who is on the rise, on the grind, and shining
bright. Get ready for Zitro on the Bedlam Stage!

w hitne y pe yt o n

6 :5 0 pm

The infamous underground queen and alpha underdog returns with a vengeance to kick it with
the Juggalo Family, for a show filled with dope rhymes as only an East Coast Philly beast can
provide. The underdog is loose and ready to attack! She won’t be silenced, so forget a muzzle.
Whitney Peyton returns to the Gathering stage to rep for the ladies of the underground! The
alpha is here! Underdogs unite, celebrate, and get ready to party! Arooooooooooooooo!

king 810

7:5 0 pm

The earth rumbles and sounds begin to quake from an uprising from the underground. The
pure, hard-hitting, raw adrenaline begins to pump as a wave of sound booms forth, obliterating
all else in its wake. And then…it hits you. Get slapped upside the dome piece with pure metal,
crushing riffs, pounding drums, and earth-shattering vocals as the out-of-control and offthe-wall Kings of the pit bless the Bedlam Stage with a high-octane performance known to
devastate and annihilate. You have been warned! Bow down and all hill the Kings of hardcore,
metal, and madness! King 810 is here to start up pit and keep it going! Calling all Real
Juggalos to the mosh pit! Whoop whoop

R.A. The Rug g ed M a n

8 :5 0 pm

Legends NEVER Die! You might have heard about RA’s epic performances at Gatherings past,
some of which were so absolutely insane that his set was almost shut down by the police.
“WAIT...WHAT?” You read correctly. Even 5-0 couldn’t stop the lyrical stylings of this hip hop
legend, the O.G. Scrub! In an iconic moment that will go down in Gathering history, he grabbed
the mic, spit ill flows into a megaphone, whirled the crowd into a frenzy, jumped in the pit, and
then smashed a watermelon right into the face of anyone who got in his way! We are talking
about the one...the only...the legendary: RA THE RUGGED MAN, ON THE MAIN STAGE OF
THE GATHERING OF THE JUGGALOS! Give it up for the homie R.A.! Whoop whoop!

Upon a B ur ni n g B o d y

9 :5 0 pm

Get ready for a raging style of metal, thrashing sounds that can only be described with one
word: DEATHCORE! Now that’s some real Wicked Shit! It’s time to tear the house down as the
San Antonio favorites hit the stage and crush the crowd with menacing guitar riffs and vocals
that will shake you to your very core and leave you begging for more. Upon a Burning Body is
here to take you on a joy ride through the levels of death and torment only experienced by the
sickest, the darkest, and the very bravest ninjas who dare to open up their earholes to this pure
insanity and unleash the beast. And with tracks like “The Outcast” and “Bring the Rain,” it’s time
to throw ya middle fingers in the sky and scream, “Fuck You!” Upon a Burning Body is in the
house!!!

Ouija Macc

1 1 :0 0 pm

Dirtbags assemble as the epic journey continues! Bear witness to the mighty Gutter God, the
underground sensation who has quickly become an icon in the Juggalo World, as he calls upon
the legions of the fallen to join him in his perilous quest to gather the four elements and restore
balance in the face of impending doom! Like ominous rolling clouds building for a cataclysmic
storm, the Future of the Wicced shit has arrived in all his glorious thunder, as he continually
ascends into the stratosphere. Here to headline the Bedlam Stage Friday night at the Gathering
of the Juggalos, we bring to you the most prolific, the rawest, and the realest--Juggalo homie
and Psychopathic Records’ own Ouija Macc!

BEDLAM STAGE: SATURDAY, AUGUST 21ST
STAGE HOST: RUDE BOY WITH DJ CLAY
f r e e Will

6:0 0 pm

The Gathering of the Juggalos continues its hallowed tradition of creating a platform for the
underground, where raw, unsigned, and undeniable talent can grace the stage and stake a
claim, daring to hold it down with an undeniably fresh and unique sound. The Gathering and the
Juggalo Family proudly welcome to the Bedlam Stage the undeniable talent of up-and-coming
rap group FREE WILL. The choice is yours: Nod your head, wave your hands in the air, or jump
in and get lit in the pit, because when FREE WILL hits the stage, anything is possible! It’s the
grand finale Saturday night of the 2021 Gathering, and you know the Bedlam is just getting
started! FREE WILL is here to rock the party right for the Fam-uh-leeee!

Lar di B

6: 50pm

Rap’s top-selling, quadruple platinum, diamond stripper pole, money-makin queen is…on
the hunt for some Wings And Pizza (WAP). You heard correctly! It’s the Gathering of the
Juggalos! We don’t have no fancy, classy, plastic, tummy-tucked, top-of-the-line fake models
in the mix, but what we can promise you is some REAL shit from the REAL homies. Real
recognize real! And the homie Lardi B is a real one! Roll one up, kick back, relax, and feel
those munchies as they creep up, because this Queen of comedy and dope hits that flip the
script is here to put it down for Juggalos and Juggalettes of all shapes and sizes, X to the X
to the XL! Lardi is in the house to rock the party right!

Rav e n Black

7 :5 0 pm

Shadows swarm around you and creep up from behind as a cold chill reaches down your
spine and freezes you to the very core. You see the shadow of a menacing figure, a flash
of swift movement, and then the sound hits you—a shriek, a piercing bassline, a pounding
drumbeat, and slicing guitar! There is no escape, bxtch! Get trapped inside a demented
dollhouse of pure metal mayhem with the facepainted fury of Raven Black! The Gathering
of the Juggalos gives a welcome salute to undead metal queen Raven and her Reject
renegades as they attack the Bedlam Stage on their quest to rise up from the underground
and soar! Start a pit as we welcome the homies to the Juggalo Family Reunion!

big hoodoo

8 :5 0 pm

Witness the mystical smoke from the voodoo cauldron rise, asnecrotic drums pound to a
rhythm of madness spawned from occult voodoo magic emanating from a shadow world.
The Jinx is the embodiment of the wicked shit, who has become an icon in the Juggalo world
through a legacy of producing music that inspires the spirits of darkness to dance between
the realms of the living and the dead. You have seen this Psychopathic artist around the
world, you have been uplifted by his powerful music, and now you will see him perform all
his favorites live on stage as his music lures you into a hypnotic state! Allow your spirit to
transcend your body to take flight on a current of dark rhythms, experiencing a world that
mortal eyes were never meant to see, let alone experience!

danny b r ow n

9 :5 0 pm

Oh snap! Detroit is representin to the fullest as this hometown hero bosses up on the stage
to rep for Detroit’s own Wicked Clownz. D-Town stand up! Detroit forever! The Gathering of
the Juggalos gives a very warm welcome to our homie and hip hop legend Danny Brown as
he gears up to put it down for the Juggalo Family! Throw your hands up in the sky, pour up
that drink, spark it, and get loose, because the party is reaching its pinnacle on the Grand
Finale Saturday night of the Gathering. We saved the best for last, y’all! Give it up for the
one, the only, the infamous…Danny Brown’s in the muthafuckin house!

insane clow n po sse

1 1 :0 0 pm

Prepare for utter and total devastation as the beat drops and the curtain falls, revealing the
ones who time and time again deliver a performance that is like a 50-million-ton hydrogen
bomb of total freshness exploding on your dome piece. Tapping into the Luv Rising from
the Ash Like the Spirit of the Butterfly, these two are empowered by the Dark Carnival to
bring you music that is unlike anything else on the planet. They are living legends whose
performance is worthy of the final climactic moment at the Gathering--right back where we
all belong, after far too long! Get ready to witness a cascading kaleidoscope of Faygo flavors
spraying high into the night sky amid a raining storm of confetti! Send in the Clowns!!!

stage clowndrip thursday, August 19th
DERRTY SHIRT

12:10 pm

HEX RATED
12:50 pm

ROUGES GALLERY
1:30 pm

J BIZ R
2:10 pm

S.O.N.
2:50 pm

GNARCOTIX
3:30 pm

KNOWLEDGE DA MC
4:10 pm

SKITZO
4:40 pm

SEWERSIDE
5:30 pm

BLAHZAY ROZE

12:20am

Don’t let her beauty fool you—Blahzay Roze is equal parts flower and thorns! Bringing the wicked shit
with a side of in-your-face controversy, this artist brings her uncompromising energy to the stage to start
the late-night party off right at the Gathering of the Juggalos. Blahzay Roze is on Stage Clowndrip! Team
Becky is in the building!

SHAGGY THE AIRHEAD

1:20am

What else can be said about a force that rises up from the underground with such raw and impeccable,
undeniable talent? This artist has been called a musical genius, a master of the mix, a beat-maker who
has been shaping the sound of the underground with his work alongside Psychopathic Records’ best of
the best. Some think of him as the future—an up-and-coming superproducer and major force—making his
Gathering debut on Stage Clowndrip. Juggalo Family please welcome to the stage the man behind the
music and your maestro and master of ceremonies…It’s Shaggy the Motherfuckin Airhead, late night on
that Clowndrip tip! Don’t miss one of the most highly anticipated debuts of the Gathering! The Airhead is
here to make you bounce! It’s a Juggalo Party up in this piece!

MYZERY

2:20am

You know him from rocking stages with The Wicked Clowns going back to Milenko Era, and his hardhitting Bronx style is a throwback for classic hip hop heads. With an insurmountable stage presence, he’s
a murderer of beats (and perhaps other things, but our lawyers have advised us against speculating on
that). We’re talking about Twin Gatz himself. The Spanish Side Psycho. Myzery is up on Stage Clowndrip!

DJ CLAY

3:20am

DJ Clay all muthafuckin day! The wheels of steel will turn with lightning fast accuracy and speed,
spitting out thunderous sounds that pound…BOOM! Can you feel that? A rumbling emerges from
the underground as the devastating, legendary Juggalo DJ extraordinaire and dope MC himself hits
the stage! From Let ’em Bleed to Book of the Wicked to The Sideways Room to Fuck the Fuck Off
Motherfucker, get ready for bangers that knock from that homie–DJ Cleeeezaaaay!

stage clowndrip friday, August 20th
SIDE WEIGHS
12:10 pm

OPEN MINDED
12:50 pm

WHISKEY N WATER
1:30 pm

WIKED WOOD
2:10 pm

DOUBLE HOMICIDE
2:50 pm

PROBLEMATTIK
3:30 pm

JAKK FAUST
4:10 pm

TIERRE DIAZ
4:40 pm

HEXXX
5:30 pm

PROJECT BORN

12:20am

All hail the originators! The first-ever group to sign to Psychopathic Records under the Insane Clown
Posse, the homies Project Born are here to take us back to where it all started, since day one, representin the Hatchet to the fullest! Coming out of Flint, MI, the PJB assasins are on the attack to murk any opps
who up in the mix trying to fuck with the Juggalo Family. We go way back, with mad loyalty and Clown
Love for our homies, our day-1 A1, rockin’ the party right and getting the Fam hype on the Clowndrip tip.
PJB is in the haaauuuuugggghhhhhh!

V SINIZTER

1:20am

Psychopathic Records alumnus and underground force V Sinizter took home the title of Top MC of 2002,
right here at the Gathering of the Juggalos! Sinizter was signed to Psychopathic Records and released
an EP the following year. Since then, Vinny Sin has delivered a series of consistently dope albums and
releases over the course of a 17-year legacy in the Juggalo World, delivering the wicked shit, dope flows,
and incredible storytelling and lyricism that set him a cut above the rest. This is the definition of an artist
and a true MC, with talent and Juggalo roots that run deep. The Gathering of the Juggalos welcomes
home our very own…Give a whoop whoop to the big homie…V Sinizter is on that CLOWNDRIIIIIPPPP!

DAYTON FAMILY

2:20am

Flint, Michigan, represent to the fullest! Straight out of Dope Dayton Ave, the trifecta of legendary MCs
Bootleg, Shoestring, and Backstabba bring you the raw, gritty sounds of ghetto survival and the real story
of the struggle and hustle of life on the streets. With over two decades in the rap game, a heavyweight
discography, and true O.G. status, the legendary Dayton Family stands strong to represent with the
Juggalo Family. Crack a forty ounce and nod your head to these street bangers, pumpin’ straight out the
speakers into your ear holes. Real Gs know what time it is—fuck bein’ indicted!

INNER CITY POSSE

3:20am

Posse up! Oh shit! Get ready for the old school freshness quick to leave your wig split and flipped 180 degrees and back again as we take you way back to the origins, the original, the old school freshness of…
The Dog Beats! Join Violent J, Shaggy 2 Dope, and Tre Lb as they present a very special performance
of the old-school flavor and freshness that started it all, with a performance of the Dog Beats in its entirety! Hailing from Southwest Detroit, where the street gangs are strong and the hard knocks are slapped
upside your face in every song! This performance is dedicated in loving memory of the third clown, John
Kickjazz, as his brothers hold it down in his memory and drop the street thug shit as only the Inner City
Posse knows how!

stage clowndrip SATURDAY, August 21ST
EZEKIEL
12:10 pm

KLOKWERK E
12:50 pm

J PAYNE
1:30 pm

ISOLATED BEINGS
3:30 pm

SSB
4:10 pm

LA PURP
4:50 pm

CODY MANSON
5:30 pm

WRESTLING
(LATE NIGHT AT THE BEDLAM STAGE)

JCW’S
WRESTLING
BIZARRE
THURSDAY NIGHT:
1:00AM-3:00AM
Oddities, freaks, creatures from the dark…
Get ready for the absurd and disturbing as
JCW presents a journey into the unknown,
completely out your atmosphere! It’s a
little trip into the wicked realm only known
as…the Bizarre! With the crazy and
unbelievable matches that only Juggalo
Championship Wrestling can bring,
JCW’s Wrestling Bizarre is here to astound and amaze all you boys and girls, ladies and gentlemen, Juggalos
and Juggalettes, bearded ladies and freakshows—Come one, come all! Step right up and witness death-defying
feats as the strongmen and oddities of JCW’s Wrestling Bizarre go toe-to-toe, head-to-head, and fist-to-jaw for
your sheer amusement and amazement! This is the Wrestling Bizarre, as only JCW can bring! And your ticket is
absolutely free, right here at the Gathering! Step right up and be amazed!

BLOODYMANIA 14
LEGENDS OF JCW
FRIDAY NIGHT:
1:00AM-3:00AM
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At this point, after its decades of legendary
matches and promotions, battles and
beatdowns, countless shows and matchups
in the ring, hardcore and death-defying
marvels and stunts, you have to give it up
for the powerhouse of the wrestling world
that is Juggalo Championship Wrestling.
We’re talking about JCW! J-C-Fuckin-Dub!
World famous and acclaimed, this shit is
strictly for the Juggalos, with a cast and crew of insane Juggalo wrestlers who rep the Hatchet with pride as they
carry the legacy and legend of the mighty and grand tradition of JCW wrestling. This show will celebrate the greats
of JCW—past, present, and future—in a showcase of stars and legends of JCW lore. Get ready to go way back
and then whip around again, as your dome flips in a 360-degree arc of freshness, twirling like a moonsault from the
top rope. Get slapped on the mat before you know it—JCW flavor is about to come through and bomb on you like a
monsoon. Boom! It’s Bloodymania 14: Legends of JCW! Be there!

(LATE NIGHT AT THE LUV RISING STAGE)

THE ELECTRIFIED
CRIME SCENE
BLACKLIGHT PARTY

WITH DJ CHUNK & CLOWNVIS
THURSDAY NIGHT: MID TO 4AM

The blacklights are lit and the Juggalo Fam is in the house!
That can only mean one thing: The Gathering of the
Juggalos is about to become an Electrified Crime Scene!
DJ Chunk and Clownvis bring to you the first-ever Electrified
Crime Scene Blacklight Party, only at the Gathering of the
Juggalos! Come bask in the glow of neon dreams with a
murderous mix that will make you scream, “Whoop whoop!”
Straight Juggalo shit! The plan is to get up, get lit, and keep
it going until the sun rises again. It’s the fucking Gathering
of the Juggalos! Ouija Macc’s own DJ Chunk will be
spinning on the 1s and 2s as he brings to you that Psychopathic shit, that Chapter 17 shit, that Juggalo shit! And the best
part about it is—he’s not alone. The homie Clownvis is on the mic to rock the party right! Bring your freshest blacklightenhanced swag and get ready to lock down this crime scene! Thursday night, from midnight til 4 or more. Be there!

THE SCRUBS & SUDS
FOAM TO YOUR
DOME PARTY

WITH SHAGGY THE AIRHEAD & DEVEREAUX

FRIDAY
NIGHT: MID TO 4AM
Calling all scrubs! Calling all scrubs! Are you ready for some
suds? Join Psychopathic Records superproducers Shaggy
the Airhead and Devereaux as they bring you the frothy,
frosty, foamy bliss that you’ve been waiting for! Get ready
for foam that goes straight to yo dome! Gather with 2 of the
illest in the game as they spin crazy beats and the Wicked
Shit that knocks, all night long until the sun comes up. It’s a
Juggalo Party up in this piece! Making their Gathering debut,
come give a dap and say whaddup to the homies Shaggy the
Airhead and Devereaux in a foamy mix that’s for sure to get
the party poppin like a frothy Faygo pop. It’s the Scrubs & Suds Foam to Your Dome Party at the 21st Annual Gathering of
the Juggalos! Calling all scrubs! Friday night, midnight to 4:00 AM, only at the Gathering. Whoop whoop!
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sideshows

PEEP THIS SHIT STAGE
THURSDAY AFTERNOON: 2-3PM
LUV RISING STAGE

The blacklights are lit and the Juggalo Fam is in the house! If you want
to take the stage to showcase a talent to the Juggalo Family, then here is
your chance to shine. With a professional sound system, sound ninja and
microphones, you will be heard far and wide throughout the Gathering
grounds. So, feel free to rap, sing, tell jokes, play an instrument, dance or
whatever your Juggalo heart desires. This is a perfect opportunity for novices and masters alike to drop them
bombs on em as you rock the mic at the Gathering!

BIZARRO WORLD

THURS-FRI NIGHT: MIDNIGHT TO 4AM
BIZARRO WORLD
Enter the realm of Bizarro World! Flow artists and poi spinners,
freakshows, tarot readers, costumed dancers, an interactive flaming
dancefloor, and so much more! Enter the revelry and excitement! Join
in and be a part of the magic, bringing your own flavor to be part of the
greatest show running all night long in the woods as revel near the fireside!
Come bear witness to the spectacle that has come to be known as the
Heart of the Gathering. During this Gathering, Luv Rises from the Ash like the Spirit of the Butterfly--and
Bizarro World is here to fan the flames of the Juggalo Family’s phoenix flight! Whoop whoop!

THE WORLD’S MOST
DANGEROUS STUNT SHOW
SATURDAY AFTERNOON: 12:30-2PM
LUV RISING STAGE

Get ready for excitement and danger, thrills and chills, and dangerous
and death-defying stunts and spills, as this show of epic proportions hits
the Luv Rising Stage with the aim to push your wig clean off your skull in
amazement! Watch as these insane pros perform highly volatile and offthe-wall stunts, doing what they do best, as they kick it with the Juggalo Fam in a Gathering performance
that is sure to be one for the books. Action, danger, excitement, and potentially lethal shit...That’s just how
a Juggalo do on a Saturday afternoon, homie! Especially at GOTJ—You know how we get down! Warning:
When we say this is the World’s Most Dangerous Stunt Show, we mean it. You have got to see this! Get ready
for the insanity, the excitement, and most of all the fucking DANGER as the daredevils of the World’s Most
Dangerous Stunt Show hit the Luv Rising Stage Saturday! Only at GOTJ!

CONTESTS

THE NEDEN GAME
thursday: 3:30–4:30pm / luv rising stage

Got Neden? No? Then this is where you need to be! Five players will be chosen from the crowd for each round
of this adult game show for a chance to win a date with a hot Juggalette or debonair Juggalo. Contestants will
answer rather bizarre, risqué, and revealing questions from their perspective suitor while they remain hidden
from view. If you want to win, you will have to do it on personality alone. Do you have what it takes to master the
Neden? We will see my Vaseline-handed friend…we will see. Prizes: There will be 2 games, and the winner of
each game will then get to go a date (8pm—mid) while hanging out in the Bedlam backstage area!

FLOW MASTER RAP BATTLE
thursday: 5–6pm / Luv Rising stage
Are you ready to see just how good your raps really are? Here is where verbal assassins gather in a
competition that will put their rap abilities to the ultimate test! It is a mental warfare of creativity, skill, and
confidence, with the ultimate casualties being that of pride, dignity, and humility. Many will stand upon the
staged arena but only one will remain in the end as the champion of MCs…. Could this be you? For this
contest, rappers will first freestyle for 30 seconds to a provided beat. Those deemed worthy by the judges
will then move into an elimination style battle, where two rappers at a time will compete directly against
each other. In the end, there can be only one! Prizes: 1st Place—GOTJ Gold Plaque & $300 in cash; 2nd
Place—$100 gift certificate; and 3rd Place—$50 gift certificate. Those wishing to compete should show up
at least 15 minutes before the contest begins.

WET T-SHIRT CONTEST
Friday: 5–6pm / Luv Rising stage
Cascading Faygo glistening in the afternoon sun, as it pours over curvaceous twerk-a-licious Juggalette
hotties…it just doesn’t get any better than this! Join your host Clownvis and the Monster Dolls as they take you
on a joy-filled bouncy ride along the raunchy wet highway of unadulterated fun! You ready for your adrenaline
to kick into overdrive? Then come witness this carbonated chaos-filled spectacle that remains one of the most
highly anticipated events of the year. Prizes: 1st Place—$300 in Cash; 2nd Place—$200 Gift Certificate; and
3rd Place—$100 Gift Certificate. Those wishing to compete should show up at least 15 minutes before the
contest begins with a white t-shirt, if possible. A private dressing room will be provided.

COSTUME CONTEST
Saturday: 3:30–4:30pm / Luv rising stage
This is a spectacle the likes of which will need to be seen to be believed. Come witness a parade of
costumed visionaries who have transformed themselves into the embodiment of their wildest (and
wickedest) imaginations. Here you will see everything from a sword-wielding ninja giraffe to a bloodsplattered Santa “Claws” with a gift bag of severed body parts. This is one of the greatest traditions at
the Gathering each year and is a wonderful way to showcase the amazing talent and imagination that
our family has to offer. Prizes: 1st Place—GOTJ Gold Plaque & $100 gift certificate; 2nd Place—$100
gift certificate; and 3rd Place—$50 gift certificate. Those wishing to compete should show up at least 15
minutes before the contest begins. A private dressing area will be provided.

JUGGALO CATCH 21 GAME SHOW
Saturday: 5–6pm / Luv Rising stage
This often-hilarious trivia game show will test the entire span of your Juggalo knowledge and then some!
Each round, three contestants will attempt to answer trivia questions in order to earn points. For every
correct question answered, the winner will get to draw a giant card to either add it to their hand to try to get
to 21 or give it to an opponent’s hand to bust them out! Whoever is still standing in the end wins! Want to
put your Juggalo knowledge to the test? Then come on down! Prizes: There will be 2 games and 2 sets
of winners.1st place—2XL Milenko or Yum Yum Bedlam Hockey Jersey and a chance to win up to a $100
Gift Certificate in the bonus round.

OTHER FLAVOR
PSYCHO PAT H I C A UC T I O N

thursday: 12:30pm–1:30pm / Luv Rising stage

Some of the rarest and most treasured items, unearthed from deep within
Psychopathic’s vault, are being submitted during this auction for your approval.
Every item starts at a low bid, so if you’re lucky you might just walk away with a
dope item for mad cheap! This remains one of the hypest events at the Gathering
each year, as the energy in the crowd during an intense bid becomes straight up
electric! This is war muddafacko…make no mistakes about it. Bring your A game
or get crushed, son! Each item comes with a certificate of authenticity to prove
the item is 100% too legit to quit. Also, 15% of the earnings will go to a random
Juggalo who won a bid during the auction! That means YOU could win BIG. How
about THAT! See the next spread for a full list of the items!

DA RK CA RNI VA L TA RO T REA DI NG S

Thursday thru Friday: Midnight–4am / Bizarro world

As you pass an ancient tent nestled on the edge of the dark woods, candlelight
filters from within through a narrow opening. As the light flickers across the
forest floor, you can almost discern stretched ethereal shapes in the shadows,
as they perform a slow macabre dance of the dead. You step closer, drawn from
an otherworldly presence that pulls at the very fabric of your being. It whispers
your name, which softly echoes in the deepest recesses of your mind where
your deepest dreams reside. The laughter and music fade around you as you
watch the walls of the tent expand as if breathing in. Compulsively, your hand
reaches out and pulls the worn canvas to the side. Then slowly your mouth pulls
back aghast in amazement, as your widening eyes lay witness to your destiny
incarnate!

JUGGALO A UC T I O N

Friday: Noon–3pm / Luv Rising stage

Going once, going twice…sold to these nuts on your chin! That’s right, during this
auction you can sell anything you want. All you have to do is show up anytime
after 11am with any items you would like to put up for bid. Psychopathic will have
a team in place to tag your items, put them on display, and when the time comes,
auction them off from the stage. The best part is that this service is free…you get
to keep 100% of the money you make! Keep in mind that this auction accepts
cash only or in some cases PayPal, depending on the seller. This is also a great
opportunity for all ninjas to simply trade items with one another.

PSYCHO PAT H I C S T RE ET T EA M B B Q
( AT THE J UG G A LO A UC T I O N)
Friday: Noon–3pm / Luv Rising stage

Kick back and relax at the Juggalo Auction with the homies of the Psychopathic
Records Street Team, enjoying a barbecue feast that’s being grilled up for your
snacking pleasure! It’s all going down Friday afternoon at the Luv Rising Stage.
Chill in the shade and grab a bite with all your Psychopathic Records Street
Team homies, holding it down for the Hatchet and a plate for your snackage.
Summer BBQ—What’s good homie? It’s a Family reunion up in this piece, and
you know that barbeque on point when the Juggalo Family is in the house! Join
the Street Team for a Family feast under the Luv Rising Tent! Saturday from noon
til 3pm—stop by anytime for free food and Faygo. Because that’s just how we do!

CHRIS HANS EN’ S T O C AT C H A P REDAT O R S EMI NAR
Friday: 3:30–4:30pm / Luv Rising stage

Join infamous Juggalo superstar Chris Hansen as he joins the Juggalo Family for
a special afternoon of extra special flavor! It’s the first-ever “To Catch a Predator”
seminar at the Gathering of the Juggalos! Listen to the man himself as he kicks
it with the Juggalo Family and gives us a special glimpse and behind-the-scenes
look at his life’s work taking out the trash of society with three simple words:
“Have a seat.” You don’t want to miss this one, Juggalos! Have a seat with Chris
Hansen, Saturday afternoon, only at GOTJ!
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T H U R S D AY T O S AT U R D AY : 2 4 H O U R S A D AY
This large and vibrant bizaar features a plethora of all types of vendors selling a whole range of treasures for you to peep out
(see below for descriptions). Here you will also find the huge Psychopathic Merch tent, which will be selling almost its entire
catalog of dope gear, music, and items all under one tent, as well as some Gathering exclusive flavor. The Merch Bizaar is also
the spot to find all the merch from every artist performing at the Gathering this year. Make sure to keep checking back from
day to day, as some vendors will change.
BLUNTMAN’S ONE STOP SHOP: The original, triple O.G. Gathering of the Juggalos smokeshop and
so much more! Stop by and say whaddup to the homie Bluntman! Servin up Cigarillos, Wraps, Rolling
Papers, Pipes, Bongs, Trays, and anything else you need to keep the party going! (facebook.com/
thebluntshop)

DEAD CANVAS ART: Forged from the Dark Carnival itself, Dead Canvas Art Co. will be bringing
underground freshness for you to feast your eyes upon. Get ready to meet your favorite juggalo artists
and bring home a piece of the gathering. Canvases, shirts, hats, prints, patches, keychains, stickers and
more! (www.deadcanvas.com; IG @deadcanvasart)

DIBS-IT.COM / DIVERSE MEDIUM DESIGNS: We are an ON-SITE Smoke Shop dedicated to making
your festival Experience HAZY. We are home of the $10 Pipe / 3 for $20. Stop by for Rigs, Papers, lighters,
Torches, Butane and more! We also have over 200 different designs of Limited Edition Hat Pins by Artist John
Shook of Diverse Medium Designs. Stop by and mention this listing for 10% off and a free gift.
LAZY AND CRAZY: From our infamous clothing collaborations with Shaggy 2 Dope to Ouija Macc, lazy
and crazy is here to provide you with the freshest outfits possible! From bucket hats to socks, we got you
covered head to toe! MUCH LOVE! (https://lazyandcrazyclothing.com/; IG: lazyandcrazyofficial)

RACHEL PAUL’S DARK CARNIVAL TAROT AND ART GALLERY: Lovingly hand-crafted Juggalo Tarot
Cards, Oracle cards, and artwork for the Dark Carnival Soul. Stop by for some magic! Straight out of A Family
Underground and GOTJ’s Tarot Tent, Dark Carnival Fortune Teller Rachel Paul presents her annual Juggalo
Art Gallery, a GOTJ tradition now in its 15th year! This year, Rachel proudly presents her Bedlam Bouquet--a
series of 17 paintings in honor of ICP’s Yum Yum Bedlam, the first FEMALE Joker’s Card! She also offers
more than 50 original paintings, tarot decks, and Dark Carnival talismen designed and embued with love and
handcrafted for GOTJ. Runnin’ with the hatchet and a heart filled with magic! With clown love and gratitude
for the FAMILY!
TOM WOODS TRAVELING ART EMPORIUM: Creator of some of the Dark Carnival’s most iconic
images and collaborations with ICP, Big Hoodoo, Ouija Macc, and Lyte. Tom Wood will be bringing the
“Traveling Art Emporium” back to Legend Valley! Collectors and fans alike will have a wide variety of
prints, canvases, blankets and even a few standees to choose from. Tom will be available to sign or
personalize any item (sold or carried in) at the Traveling Art Emporium throughout the week. Located at
the Merch Bizarre! (tomwoodfantasyart.com)
TROLL’S STONES AND WICKED PAINT: Handmade Gathering art & Juggalo stones carved from real
Oklahoma sandstone by none other than Troll himself. Each stone is meticulously hand carved and no two
are ever the same. New designs every year and custom engraving! Featuring Michigan’s own Wicked Paint,
bringing you special flavors of untasted freshness. WHOOP WHOOP!
WICKED DREAM CREATIONS: You gotta stay fly…and we got you covered!!! This year’s creations
will have you bustin out your crystalis. Bringing you a migration of butterfly gear including canvas
paintings, clothing, hat pins, stickers, kitchen décor, pillows, mirrors, jewelry, soaps and more!!
(Facebook.com/wickeddreamcreations; Etsy.com/shop/wickeddreamcreations;
1wickeddream@gmail.com)
OTHER VENDORS: BIG HOODOO, CLOWNVIS, DJ CLAY, OUIJA MACC, PSYCHOPATHIC MERCH, TRE LB

PSYCHOPATHIC AUCTION ITEMS
JUMPSTEADY’S SCRUB TIME JERSEYS LOT #1
These 2XL jerseys were worn by Jumpsteady during two ScrubTime
Network episodes: “Old Man Olympics” and “ICP’s Late-Night Funhouse
Talkshow”! Fresh! Both have “Jumpsteady” on the back.
JUMPSTEADY’S SCRUB TIME NETWORK JERSEYS LOT #2
These three unique 2XL jerseys were worn by Jumpsteady during 3
different ScrubTime Network episodes: “20 Years of the Gathering,”
“ICP Theatre,” and “The Time Paradox.” One has “ScrubTime Network”
on the back, another has “Ringmaster, 2,” and the last has “GOTJ, 20”.
JUMPSTEADY’S SCRUB TIME NETWORK JERSEYS LOT #3
These 2XL JCW articles are one-of-a-kind items worn by Jumpsteady
during the ScrubTime Network JCW episodes! One has “Officer
Jumpsteady” on the back with a Hatchetman, from JCW’s Folsom
Felony Funhouse, and the other has “Jumpsteady” on the back! Boom!
BLAZE’S COLTON GRUNDY POSTER PROOFS
These poster proofs were sent into Psychopathic Records back in the
day for approval of a promotional poster for Blaze’s “Colton Grundy”
album, released in 2004. It not only features the original posters but
also the poster films showcasing the various layers. These proofs are
a mark of the times because modern technology has rendered proofs
such as these obsolete.
QUEST FOR SHANGRI-LA JERSEYS
Juggalo Gamers rejoice! These one-of-a-kind 2XL jerseys were worn
by Jumpsteady during several ScrubTime Network episodes! One has
“Drunken Ninja Master 17” on the back and the other has “Jumpsteady
13” on the back.
OUT-OF-PRINT DCG GAME BUNDLE
This bundle includes sealed, mint copies of DCG’s Oracle of the Three
Rings, JAS the Terrible Expansion, Morton’s List, and The Shaggy
Show promo card from Into the Echoside. All of these are currently out
of print and ready for a new home!
INTO THE ECHOSIDE JERSEYS
Both of these one-of-a-kind jerseys were worn during a ScrubTime
Network episode by Jumpsteady himself. Each one is 2XL and has
“Jumpsteady” on the back and the number 17.

PSYCHOPATHIC AUCTION ITEMS
YUM YUM BEDLAM CHARM
This Yum Yum Bedlam silver Prototype charm has a prototype stamp on
the back. It is currently the first and only charm of its kind. Be the first to
have some Yum Yum Bedlam bling in your life!
EVIL DEAD & CHAOS THEORY JERSEYS
Both of these one-of-a-kind jerseys were worn by Jumpsteady during
ScrubTime Network episodes! One has “Evil Dead 99” on the back and
the other has “Chaos Theory 02.”
BIZZAR / BIZAAR TOUR BUS WRAP PROTOTYPE
This one-of-a-kind model was sent to Psychopathic Records in the year
2000 just before ICP headed out on their infamous Bizzar Bizaar tour.
It was used to replicate what ICP’s tour bus would look like. Nowadays
this is all done on computers with 3D renderings, but back in the day,
this was all they had to work with.
VIOLENT J’S FEARLESS FRED FURY JERSEY
This custom-made 2XL jersey was worn by Violent J during the FFF era
and has “Violent J 665” on the back.
JECKEL BROS. UNIQUE MASK
This unique mask was designed by an expert mask maker and has
been adorning the shelves of the Psychopathic Records office for the
last decade or so. There were only 2 of these ever made.
VIOLENT J AND SHAGGY 2 DOPE JCW JERSEYS
These custom-made jerseys are 6XL and 3XL, and were worn by ICP
during JCW events. One has “Shaggy” on the back and the other has
“Violent J.”
THE JUGGALO SHOW BOX SET
Taken from the attic of Violent J’s mom, this ultra-rare box set is one
of the most sought-after collectibles in the Juggalo world. Released 20
years ago in 2001, this box set is complete with all 4 CDs and booklet.
It features ICP in four separate radio show programs, known as the
Juggalo Show, which were recorded in 1999 at a Detroit radio station
that is now out of business.

PSYCHOPATHIC AUCTION ITEMS
DCG CON JERSEY
This 2XL jersey is one of the best-looking jerseys ever produced! There were a total
of five of these ever made, with the intention of giving them away as prizes during
the short-lived Denver DCG CON. The con was canceled before these jerseys could
be given away as prizes, and they have been slowly showing up at various auctions
and events. This is the last one left of the original five!

VIOLENT J’S MICHAEL JACKSON HOOKUP
This custom-made hookup was worn by Violent J during both the Shangri-La tour
and at the end of the viral “6 Foot 7 Foot” music video. One-of-a-kind and iconic!

THE WICKED WONKA STAGE SET 3/8” SCALE MODEL
This is the Holy Grail for collectors. Just looking at it causes one’s nuts to tingle
and eyes to well with tears of joy. Until now, most didn’t even know this even
existed—it has been sitting in Billy Bill’s house since 2003. The Wicked Wonka
Tour is considered by many to be one of the greatest tours of all time. Just looking
at this relic takes you back to fond memories of Juggalo euphoria. This model was
presented to Psychopathic for approval before the staging company built this bad
lad, much to the enjoyment of Juggalos around the world!

VIOLENT J’S DARK LOTUS VINTAGE MASK
This custom-made stage-worn vintage Dark Lotus Mask was worn by Violent J
during the Hatchet Rising Tour back in 2001. This is one of a few masks that were
professionally made for the Dark Lotus group and is considered to be one of the
most sought-after collectibles ever! This is the last original Dark Lotus mask still held
onto by Psychopathic Records after all these years, and now it can be yours! This for
sure belongs in a museum!

BIZZAR BIZAAR STAGE SET 3/8” SCALE MODEL
Back in the year 2000 (when some of you reading this were only a sperm swimming
about in a sweaty nut sack), ICP embarked on a now-legendary tour known as ICP’s
Bizzar Bizaar Tour! This model of the stage set was sent into Psychopathic Records
for approval before the staging company built the massive stage set. This model,
which is one-of-a-kind, has been sitting in Billy Bill’s house for over 20 years and
now this “Holy Shit! Holy Shit!” treasure can be yours!

SHAGGY 2 DOPE’S WICKED CLOWNZ COMIC BOOK SKETCH BOOK
You heard correctly! This is Shaggy 2 Dope’s personal
sketchbook that he drew in 1993 to lay out the Wicked Clownz
comic book!!! This book was used to plot out the entire comic
book, with every panel detailed before Shaggy would begin
work on the finalized art pieces. This is without question one of
the dopest and rarest things we have ever put up for auction,
because it is an artistic relic created during a time when the birth
of ICP was well at hand. Priceless!
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Nascar
Aloe

7 PM
Kid N Play

8 PM
DJ Paul

9 PM

10 PM
Vanilla Ice

11 PM

12 MID
ICP's Bizzar/
Bizaar Show

1 AM

2 AM

JCW's Wrestling Bizarre

Shaggy the
Airhead

3 AM

Myzery

The Electrified Crime Scene Blacklight Party

Blahzay
Roze

4 AM

DJ Clay

Bizarro World and Dark Carnival Tarot Readings

The Psychopathic Merch at this tent is so dope it will probably get you the skins later if you can bear to part with your fresh new swag. Here's a tip: Leave that jersey on, homie. Worth it.

Derrty
Shirt

THURSDAY, AUGUST 19TH: BEDLAM STAGE HOST: STEVE-O AND DJ CHUNK
NOON

BEDL AM STAGE
LUV RISING STAGE
STAGE CLOWNDRIP
BIZARRO WORLD
PSY MERCH TENT

2 PM

Whiskey
n
Water
Wiked
Wood

3 PM

Double
Homicide

4 PM

Seminar

Chris Hansen's

Jakk
Faust

To Catch a Predator

Problemattik

5 PM

Zitro

6 PM

Hexxx

Wet T-Shirt
Contest
Tierre
Diaz

7 PM

King 810

8 PM

RA the
Rugged Man

9 PM

Upon a Burning
Body

10 PM

12 MID
Ouija Macc

11 PM

Show Me Your Butthole! And then cover it with some fresh Juggalo swag at the Psychopathic Merch Tent!

Whitney
Peyton

3 PM

ICP Seminar

2 PM

J Payne

4 PM

Costume
Contest
Isolated
Beings

5 PM

FREE
WILL

6 PM

Cody
Manson

Juggalo
Catch 21
Game Show
La Purp

Lardi B

7 PM

Raven
Black

8 PM

Big
Hoodoo

9 PM

10 PM
Danny Brown

11 PM
ICP

12 MID

1 AM

2 AM

Bloodymania 14:
Legends of JCW

V Sinizter

2 AM

3 AM

Dayton
Family

3 AM

4 AM

4 AM

Inner
City
Posse

Bizarro World and Dark Carnival Tarot Readings

Project
Born

Scrubs & Suds Foam to Your Dome Party

1 AM

FRIDAY, AUGUST 20TH: BEDLAM STAGE HOST: CHRIS HANSEN AND DJ DEVEREAUX
1 PM

Open
Minded

Juggalo Auction &
Psychopathic Street Team BBQ

Side
Weighs

NOON

BEDL AM STAGE
LUV RISING STAGE
STAGE CLOWNDRIP
BIZARRO WORLD
PSY MERCH TENT

1 PM

Klokwerk
E

The World's Most
Dangerous Stunt Show

Ezekiel

Fresh dope swag so you can stay fly on the Juggalo side...The Psychopathic Merch Tent is open from Noon til Midnight!

SSB

SATURDAY, AUGUST 21ST: BEDLAM STAGE HOST: RUDE BOY AND DJ CLAY
NOON

BEDL AM STAGE
LUV RISING STAGE
STAGE CLOWNDRIP
BIZARRO WORLD
PSY MERCH TENT

